
Platin Monaco 5.1+WiSA SoundSend
Product Spec Sheet

Title:
Platin Monaco 5.1 with WiSA SoundSend Wireless Transmitter | Home Theater System for
Smart TVs | Feature 5.1 Channels of Uncompressed 24-bit 48 kHz Sound | WiSA Certified &
Tuned by THX I Dolby Atmos

Product Messaging:
● STUNNING SURROUND SOUND | Monaco speakers are individually and collectively

Tuned by THX, the uncontested leader in cinematic surround sound. The SoundSend
audio transmitter decodes cinematic audio formats, such as Dolby Atmos.

● WiSA CERTIFIED | Monaco components are WiSA Certified—they meet the highest
globally-recognized standards for wireless speaker systems, ensuring superior
performance, reliability, and interoperability.

● SUPERIOR QUALITY | Featuring 5.1 channels of uncompressed 24-bit 48 kHz sound,
Monaco delivers rich, robust audio with crystal-clear dialog that’s superior to Bluetooth,
MP3, and CD formats. Want to expand your system? No problem. Monaco supports up
to eight channels of cinema-quality sound—simply add WiSA-certified speakers.

● SIMPLE TO SET UP | Plug the speakers and SoundSend into power outlets and
connect SoundSend to your Smart TV. That’s it. SoundSend does the rest. It connects to
your Monaco speakers automatically, creating a robust wireless network for your sound
system.

● SIMPLE TO OPERATE | Adjust volume with your TV remote or with the SoundSend app
(iOS and Android). Want to fine tune your system? The app makes it simple. For
example, easily calibrate your sound around a designated sweet spot in the room, using
the exclusive MyZone feature.



Product Summary:
The Platin Monaco 5.1 Plus SoundSend Immersive Wireless Home Audio System lets you add

high resolution Dolby Atmos 5.1.2 channel audio to any room or environment. Simply plug the included
speakers into power outlets and connect the included WiSA SoundSend into any TV with ARC or eARC.
Within minutes you're ready to immerse yourself surrounded in audio from your favorite movies, TV
shows, sports, music, and games. Plus, with the free SoundSend mobile app for iOS and Android you get
complete control to fine tune and adjust your audio system. The app’s advanced features allows you to
play with volume trim on each independent speaker, adjust EQ settings, and more.

A Better, Faster Approach. No need to run audio cables across the room and figure out how to
hide them. No connecting cables to your TV. No configuring your Wi-Fi network. And best of all, no need
to compromise on sound quality for convenience.

Just place the speakers anywhere near an AC outlet, attach the SoundSend transmitter to your
TV with ARC or eARC and enjoy amazing, immersive multi-channel audio in minutes. It takes more time
to take everything out of the box than it does to complete the quick and easy setup.

WiSA Gives You Wireless Home Theater Audio Without Compromise. With the SoundSend
transmitter included with speakers you can enjoy Dolby Atmos 5.1.2 audio content at much higher quality
than Bluetooth, MP3s and even CDs Wireless multi-channel home audio solutions used to require
tradeoffs in audio quality and were susceptible to latency issues that adversely affected the experience.
The WiSA Association and its members have solved this problem. The audio signal is delivered at full
resolution, without the signal or bandwidth compression that used to be necessary. And, with 5.2
millisecond latency and speaker synchronization of less than one microsecond, you get superior audio
synchronization without distracting "lip sync" mismatches.

Virtually all recent films, TV shows, concerts, and sporting events are 5.1 audio through major
cable companies, Netflix, Hulu, and most other streaming services. With WiSA SoundSend transmitter
included you can enjoy audio the way it's meant to sound and Dolby Atmos 5.1.2 is an option.

Enjoy full control of your speaker system. The free SoundSend mobile app for iOS and Android
allows complete control to fine-tune and adjust your audio. The app's advanced features include 5-band
EQ and allow you to adjust volume on each speaker.



Platin Monaco 5.1+WiSA SoundSend
Setup Sheet

Platin Monaco 5.1 Plus WiSA SoundSend
MSRP $999.99
Now Shipping

Part #: 444-2284

UPC: 860002265155

Product Box Dimensions: 18 x 17 x 15 inches

Item Weight: 41.8 pounds

Support Contact: https://www.platinaudio.us/contact-us

https://www.platinaudio.us/contact-us

